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CORRESPONDENCE,
WHAT DO WE MEAN BY TACHYCARDIA?

SIR,-The interesting letter of Dr. Hobhouse in your
iUsue of September 28th commands my assent so far that,
were it not for his courteous appeal to me, I should not
burden your pages with a comment upon it. Yet there is
something more to be said. If, without injustice, Dr.
Hobhouse's demur may be indicated in a sentence, It is
this, That an article of mine on (paroxysmal) tachycardia
errs in "taking a word of general import, and using it
without qualification in a limited sense"; for "tachy-
cardia may be taken without cavilling to mean rapid
heart action." Quite true; if this be so we are committed
to the pedantry of using a pretentious word for a simple
thing, a habit of which, with some truth perhaps, we
medical men are commonly.accused. When ten years
ago I wrote the article I trusted this particular bit of
finery had not fixed itself on physicians generally, but
that we were still content, as our fathers were, to speak
of a pulse as rapid.
But, it may be objected, if we like imposing language,

and if the word has now become customary, what is the
harm? And, again, that as tachyeardia means etymo-
logically no more than rapid heart action, the name
cannot be made definite. Well, to take this point first:
Dr. Hobhouse says, and says well, "We must not be too
squeamish about the etymology of the compound words we
employ in medicine; tachyeardia is as good as most of
them." Why, thus it was that I proposed to use the
name; that Its meaning should not be abandoned to mere
etymology, but should receive that precision which so.
elaborated and imposing a compound should have. For
instance, as a careful writer does not by etymology
water down the name Hyperpyrexia, so as to disperse it
over all and any high temperatures, but endeavours more
precisely to signify by the name a certain class of cases
of fairly uniform symptoms, cases of which the name
and feature of hyperpyrexia denotes not this only but
also a symptom group, so I sought to give precision to
the name Tachyeardia. If we are to use it, it should,
in my opinion, connote something more than its mere
etymological content-namely, a particular group of fairly
uniform symptoms.
As to the alleged harmlessness of using fine words if we

piefer them, I would reply that not the student only, but
his teacher also, when he uses big words is led insensibly
to invest them with more than the trivial meaning which
Dr. Hobhouse desires. Surely, thinks the student, this
name cannot be mere magniloquence; it must mean a
disease, or, as he calls it, a "morbid entity "; and thus he
is taught to feed his mind on husks. Nay, and towards
his teacher too creeps nearer and nearer the subtle temp-
tation to regard an imposing name as imposing some new
quality upon the thing; and so, more or less, to explain it,
or to classify.it; for, if it does not, why desert plain
language?
SCH.: Doch ein Begriff muss bel dem Worte soin?
MEPH,; Schon gut! Nur muss man sich nicht allzuangstlich

qualen.
-or is the quotation too hackneyed? If Dr. Hobhouse
thinks that, having rolled " tachyeardia " over our tongues,
we shall never consent to give it up for so small a phrase
as " rapid pulse," well, I admit the effort to give to the big
word a precise meaning must also be given up.
To turn to the other subject on which Dr. Hobhouse is

so good as to ask my opinion, concerning, that is, " a class
of cases .... not seldom obscure, namely, continually
rapid heart action without obvious cause." The chief of
the cases he thus recalls to my memory were unquestion-
ably larval Graves's disease, and for this reason I avoid the
name "exophthalmic gottre," as in the not infrequent
absence of these features, too often regarded as cardinal,
not only is diagnosis missed, but even repudiated when
suggested. Such cases persist for years unrecognized.-I
am, etc.,
Cambridge, Oct. lst. T. CLIFFORD ALLBUTT.

ON THE EFFECTS OF RESPIRATION ON THE
CIRCULATION.

SiR,-The recent contributions to the literature of this
subject by Dr. Watson Williams and Sir James Barr
contaia references to observations made upon the dog in

the physiological laboratory. But I think it is not very
generally known that dogs in health and under normal
conditions present a remarkable relation between respira-
tion and circulation. I noticed that in my own sporting
dogs-setters and pointers-there was great irregularity
in the heart's action during repose. Four or five beats
occur with regularity, then comes a pause during which
there are either no beats or one or two beats at irregular
intervals, and then the quick beats recur again. So far as
rough observation without the aid of instruments goes,
the quick,. regular beats take place during inspiration, the.
pause occurs during expiration.
When the heart-beat is increased in rapidity by exer-

cise the irregularity entirely disappears, to be resumed
after a short period of rest. This is peculiar to the adult
dog; puppies with their quicker circulation have a
perfectly regular pulse.

It would seemx that this close relation between respira-
tion and circulation is common to the whole dog tribe. I
have found it in mastiffs, greyhounds, collies, setters and
pointers, retrievers, and in toy dogs of inactive habits,
such as King Charles spaniels and pugs, and in the only
wolf I have met with tame enough to allow of such an
observation being made without exciting the animal the
same expiratory pause existed, Whether it exists in the
jackal I do not know, as those in the Zoological Gardens
are rarely tame. But it is not noticeable in other
carnivora examined, which included a puma, a panther, a,
kinkajou, and a coati-mundi. It was my intention to
extend these observations over a much larger number of
animals, but as it may be an indefinite time before I dc>
so, I venture to communicate these very brief statementa
for what they are worth.

I am, of course, well aware that they are not sufficiently
precise to be of any use in elucidating the problems dis-
cussed by Dr. Watson Williams and Sir James Barr, but
they may interest them notwithstanding. It has occurred
to me that a close interdependence of respiration and
circulation may be of use to animals which hunt their
prey down and indulge in sudden and prolonged " spurts 't
with intervals of very complete repose; whilat the felidae
or other carnivores which steal upon their prey do not
make the same sudden calls upon their respiratory and
circulatory apparatus. If there be any truth In this sup-
position, the peculiarity was probably acquired in the
wild state and before differentiation into varieties
occurred, and has been retained, in spite of their abandon-
ment of active habits, by such breeds as the King
Charles.

It would appear that, under the influence of an
anaesthetic, this rhythmical irregularity is very greatly
diminished, and in febrile conditions it-sometimes, at
all events-disappears.-I am, etc.,
London, W., Sept. 2Sth. CHARLES S. Tomcs.

ON THE PREVENTION OF THE OPHTHIATMIA
OF THE NEWBORN.

SIR,-The great majority of cases of purulent ophthalmia
occur in the practice of -midwives. It therefore appears to
me highly important that their attentlon should be
directed to the terrible consequences resulting from this
disease. With this intention a week ago I invited all the
midwives practising in Sheffield to a tea at the Royal
Infirmary with the object, as the card of invitation stated,
of " enlisting their assistance in preventing the very large
amount of blindness caused by inflammation in babies'
eyes shortly after birth." The staff and nurses had
kindly arranged an interesting musical programme.
Between 70 and 80 midwives, as well as the women
sanitary inspectors, attended, and after tea I drew-
their attention to the terrible ravages of the disease,
pointing out that at the Sheffield Blind School, out of-
335 inmates who had passed through the institution
no fewer than 136 owed their blindness to this cause.
What was true of this institution was true of others. It,
was explained to them that it lay in their power in a great
measure to stamp out the disease by giving attention to
the babies' eyes at the time of -birth and the means
necessary to be adopted were plainly put before them.

I sincerely hope that others may be willing to adopt a,
similar course in other parts of the country, as by doing.
so I feel sure a most important step will be taken towards
preventing the disease and the consequent fearful loss of,
or impairment of, sight. It is desirable to enlist the


